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Abstract: Several studies have investigated how environmental sounds and music can modulate
people’s behaviours, particularly in marketing research. However, there are relatively few examples
of research about such relationships with a focus on the management of urban public spaces.
The current study investigated an open public space used mainly as a pedestrian crossing to analyse
the relationship between the audio stimuli and peoples’ behaviours. An experiment relying on
covert behavioural observation was performed. During the experiment, three different music stimuli
and a control condition (i.e., no music) were reproduced in order to find out firstly whether music
compared to no music could elicit an increase in the number of people stopping in the investigated
area, and secondly whether music is associated with a longer duration of stay for those who stop.
Results showed that the presence of music had no effect on the number of people stopping in the area,
but it had a statistically significant effect on the duration of stay for those who stopped. The above
findings support the idea that people felt more invited to stay in the area with music rather than with
no music, and suggest that the acoustical manipulation of the existing sound environment could
provide soundscape strategies capable of promoting social cohesion in public spaces.
Keywords: soundscape; music stimuli; environmental noise; people’s behaviour

1. Introduction
Since the 1970s, soundscape started to emerge as a new science and research field. Schafer and his
colleagues defined this concept as “an environment of sound (or sonic environment) with emphasis
on the way it is perceived and understood by the individual or a society” [1]. The International
Organization for Standardization [2] released a standard in 2014 where soundscape is defined as
the “acoustic environment as perceived or experienced and/or understood by a person or people,
in context”. The number of studies in the field is increasing over time, and there is more and more
research interest on the relationships between sonic environments, people, and contexts.
Over the last decades, several studies have investigated the influence of environmental sounds
and music on peoples’ behaviour, especially in terms of the pace of some activities or performance,
mainly with a commercial or business perspective. These studies considered the effects of sound on
individuals’ mood, music perception, and behaviours through a wide range of parameters, such as
productivity in the workplace, pace of shopping, and time and money spent in aggregation places
(e.g., restaurants and shopping malls). Regarding product choice, Areni and Kim [3] showed that
classical music played in a wine shop resulted in consumers choosing more expensive wines. Generally,
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the results supported the idea that a good perceived match between music and context improves
persuasion. Subsequently, Yalch and Spangenberg [4] focused their research on time spent in a retail
context, and suggested that more familiar background music (vs. less familiar) decreased consumers’
actual shopping time, and, conversely, unfamiliar music triggered consumers’ attention.
Previously, Milliman [5] investigated the relationship between pace of shopping, sales, and tempo.
His research suggested that slower music is related to a slower pace of peoples’ movement in a retail
environment, and, as a result, more time and money spent there; while fast musical tempo reproduced
in a restaurant caused a shorter duration of eating time [6]. Focusing more on the effect of music tempo,
Kampfe, Sedlmeier, and Renkewitz [7] asserted that hearing background music characterized by a fast
tempo leads to an increase in the pace of certain behaviours, such as drawing, reading, walking and
running, and eating and drinking. In general, there are two fundamental hypotheses for these effects;
the first is the synchronization of the movements to the musical beat, while the second is the increase
in the arousal found with fast-tempo music [8].
Even if several studies explored the effect of sound environment on consumers’ behaviour (mainly
observed in indoor contexts), there have been limited studies investigating its effects regarding the
management of public urban spaces. There is an increasing interest about the effects of background
sounds on listeners’ behaviour, focusing on the effectiveness of soundscape strategies on the sustainable
development of cities and the improvement of the health and the quality of life [9]. Witchel et al. [10]
managed to improve crowd behaviour and to decrease anti-social behaviours through the manipulation
of the outdoor acoustic environment with sounds and music played onto the main street of the city’s
busiest clubbing and entertainment district in Brighton and Hove (UK). Sayin et al. [6] reported a
significant effect of human sounds and music on the perceived safety of individuals in public places
that are characterized by people’s reluctance and avoidance, such as car parks, metro stations, and
many green areas. Finally, Thomas Schafer et al. [11] assessed the relationship between the processing
of music and the experience of safety and danger and found that music scenarios are experienced
as less stressful and dangerous than silent scenarios. In particular, silence or very repetitive and
monotonous auditory stimuli representing absence of information about the surroundings might be
expected to evoke feelings of stress or danger. While the study by Schafer et al. relied on a laboratory
experiment, raising some issues about its ecological validity, it does show that music can modulate
human perception and behaviours.
All of the above-mentioned research focusing on public spaces explored the potential of sound to
decrease anti-social behaviour and negative feelings such as anxiety and lack of safety in public areas.
According to Brown et al. [12], safety and sense of control are some of the outcomes included in the
philosophy of soundscape. Communication, enjoyment, and comfort are other aspects underpinning
the final soundscape construct. However, there is a current lack of research focusing on these
latter aspects, and overall on the potential of the acoustic environment to support social cohesion
in public spaces. The “safer, cleaner, greener” UK policy on “live-ability” [13] for well-designed
and well-planned urban places was discussed by Dempsey [14], who investigated the relationship
between a good-quality built environment and social cohesion through the identification of features
capable of providing quality in the built environment. Accessibility, inclusiveness, connectedness, and
permeability were some of the analysed features, contextualized within a neighbourhood.
The current research focused on the area under the Concourse Bridge, the improvement of which
is one of the key projects of the long-term Masterplan proposed by the University of Sheffield and
built upon the University Estates Strategy 2010–2015. The intention is to reinforce the link between
the connected spaces and upgrade the quality of the area through a combination of traditional urban
renewal practises based on visual aspects (e.g., light, greenery) [15]. In addition to this, the rationale
for the current study was to test whether the sound—as a feature of the physical environment—would
influence peoples’ perception of a public place with no particular aesthetic and social dimension,
through the introduction of music in order to create a more “desirable” public space and lead the end
users to a satisfying experience without any kind of intervention on the existing buildings.
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In particular, the main aims of the study were: (1) to test whether there is an effect of added music
sounds on the number of persons stopping in the selected public urban space; (2) to test whether there
is an effect of added music sounds on people’s duration of stay in the selected public urban space.
For this purpose, covert behavioural observations were performed under the Concourse Bridge,
an open public space at the University of Sheffield (UK), mainly used for connection between different
buildings within the University campus. Three different music excerpts and a control condition
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Figure 1. Plan of the site (left); the green area shows the observation area (underneath the Concourse
Bridge); the red dot shows the location of the cameras used for video recordings in the Students’ Union
building (right)—See also details in Section 2.2.
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Figure 1. Plan of the site (left); the green area shows the observation area (underneath the Concourse
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red dot shows the location of the cameras used for video recordings in the Students’
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Figure 2. Sound pressure level (SPL) distribution simulation with location of the hypothetical sound
sources (loudspeakers) and section with location of the microphones and corresponding background
noise levels.
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Figure 3. One-third octave band spectrum of the background noise (BN) level (black line) averaged
over the ten recording points reported in Figure 2, with minimum and maximum values (dashed lines),
compared with the spectra of the three music excerpts (hypothetical broadband sound pressure level
of 75 dB).
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The music excerpts (reproduced in loop) and the control were cycled repeatedly between 10:00 am
and 1:00 pm (or between 11:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.) in one-hour slots. The experimental design consisted
of 180 min of exposure for each of the four conditions (i.e., three music excerpts and the control),
distributed during the five days of observation. A rotation of the stimuli was set across the week and
the daily time slots, in order to obtain the widest range of observations for the same music excerpts in
different days and times.
The video recordings were used to investigate peoples’ behaviour in response to sound.
Direct observational assessment of people behaviours was performed by means of the Behavioural
Observation Research Interactive Software (BORIS, v. 2.95, University of Torino, Torino, Italy) [30]. In each
BORIS project, information related to a set of observations (such as Behaviours and Participants)
are manually annotated through computer vision and respectively inserted in the Ethogram and
Subjects table. Ethograms consist of a list of behaviours exhibited by an individual or a group, with
corresponding definitions of each using descriptive terms and phrases [31,32]. The ethogram reported
in Figure 4 shows the duration of stay (in seconds) of all stopping subjects for a corresponding
observation period. For each stopping subject, three more attributes were annotated, namely:
(1) Activity (Chatting/Eating-Drinking/Loitering/Smoking/Talking on the phone), related to the
main activity carried out by the subjects during their stay; (2) Group (alone/group) related to whether
the subjects were staying alone or in group; and (3) Posture (sitting/standing), related to whether
the subjects were sitting or standing. Furthermore, the number of passers-by under the bridge was
registered in terms of point behaviours (no duration) to examine the total number of subjects passed
Appl. Sci. 2016, 6, 276
7 of 13
during the corresponding stimulus condition.
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3. Results
3.1. Effect of Music on Ratio of People Stopping By
One of the main aims of this research was to investigate whether there is an effect of added
music sounds on the number of people stopping by the investigated public area. To address this
purpose, two different variables were defined. The fist variable was the Stimulus, consisting of four
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3. Results
3.1. Effect of Music on Ratio of People Stopping By
One of the main aims of this research was to investigate whether there is an effect of added music
sounds on the number of people stopping by the investigated public area. To address this purpose,
two different variables were defined. The fist variable was the Stimulus, consisting of four levels,
Classical, Ambient, Jazz music, and Control (No music) condition; while the second variable was
defined as the ratio between the number of stoppers by the area and the total number of passers in a
given reference time slot; this was defined as a numerical variable, namely the Ratio Stoppers–Passers
(RSP). During the experiment, the total exposure time for each Stimulus condition was 180 min. Each of
the four overall periods was divided in 18 slots, lasting approximately 10 min (180 min/18 = 10 min),
finally obtaining 72 video excerpts (18 × 4 stimuli, including the control). Afterwards, the RSP was
calculated and the Stimulus variable was defined for each of the 72 recording slots. Table 1 reports the
total number of observations of passers-by and stoppers-by for each stimulus condition.
Table 1. Number of observations according to the different stimuli conditions averaged over the 72
video excerpts. RSP: Ratio of Stoppers–Passers.
Stimulus

Number of Passers-by

Number of Stoppers-by

Mean RSP

St.Dev. RSP

Classical
Ambient
Jazz
Control (No Music)

4107
2921
2989
2765

181
161
135
119

4.4%
5.5%
4.5%
4.3%

2.5%
3.8%
2.9%
3.5%

The 72 RSP values corresponding to the 72 video excerpts were used for the statistical analysis.
Since the distributions of the RSP values across the four stimuli were non-normal, a nonparametric
test was used. A Kruskal–Wallis H test was run to determine if there were differences in RSP score
between the four conditions. Distributions of RSP scores were not similar for all groups, as assessed by
visual inspection of a boxplot. The mean rank of RSP scores was not statistically significantly different
between groups, χ2 (3) = 0.24, p = 0.971. Thus, there was no detected effect of the different stimuli on
the number of subjects who stopped by the area, nor a significant difference between the RSP values
recorded during the music excerpts exposure with respect to the control condition.
3.2. Effect of Music on Duration of Stay
Although no significant effect of the added music on the number of people stopping was found,
its influence on people’s duration of stay was further investigated, and a continuous variable was
defined accordingly. Preliminary results reported in Table 2 showed that during the reproduction of
the music stimuli, people’s duration of stay was longer than in the absence of music. Starting from
this point, the influence of three other potential co-variants was explored in order to examine whether
people’s mean duration of stay was affected by the stimulus variable or other effects.
Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the duration of stay for each stimulus condition.
Bootstrap (10,000 Bootstrap Samples)
Stimulus
Classical
Ambient
Jazz
Control (No Music)

Mean Duration of Stay (s)
320.57
274.69
257.56
132.18

Bias
0.30
−0.18
−0.02
0.09

Std. Error
24.01
21.74
21.27
11.93

95% Confidence Interval
Lower

Upper

274.94
233.42
217.20
109.89

368.74
318.60
299.75
156.58
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3.2.1. Analysis of Covariant Attributes on Duration of Stay
The three attributes described in Section 2.3 (i.e., Activity, Group, and Posture) were considered to
be potential covariant factors of influence on the duration of stay. Thus, three corresponding variables
were defined. Activity was defined as a categorical variable with five levels: Chatting, Eating–Drinking,
Loitering, Smoking, and Talking on the phone. Group was defined as a dichotomous variable: No
(Alone) or Yes (Two or more people). Posture was defined as a dichotomous variable: Standing
or Sitting.
Since the distribution of duration of stay scores was positively skewed, a log transform
(natural logarithm) was performed to normalise the data, and this resulted in an approximately
normal distribution of scores. Thus, from now on, the Duration of stay variable will refer to the
log-transformed dataset.
A one-way Welch ANOVA was carried out to investigate whether the different activities carried
out affected people’s mean duration of stay. Homogeneity of variances was violated, as assessed
by Levene’s Test of Homogeneity of Variance (p = 0.018). Duration of stay score was statistically
significantly different between different activities groups, Welch’s F(4, 143.522) = 14.821, p = 0.001,
partial η2 = 0.030. However, Games–Howell post hoc analysis revealed that only the duration of
Talking on the phone events (M = 4.66, SD = 1.06) had a statistically significant difference with respect
to Smoking events (M = 5.26, SD = 0.96), p = 0.04, and Eating/Drinking events (M = 5.38, SD = 1.14),
p = 0.04. It seems likely to assert that the occurrence of Talking on the phone events implies a shorter
mean duration of stay than the one detectable during the other four activities. A second critical
inspection of the recordings revealed that in most cases, the duration of the Talking on the phones
event was mainly related to the actual duration of the call (i.e., people would stay in the observation
area only for the time necessary for the call, being uninterested in the music). No significant difference
was observed between the duration of stay recorded during Chatting, Eating/Drinking, Loitering, and
Smoking events, so no other relative effect could be stated according to the Activities variable.
Furthermore, a one-way Welch ANOVA was carried out to investigate whether the being alone or
in group could affect people’s mean duration of stay. Homogeneity of variances was not violated in this
case, as assessed by Levene’s Test of Homogeneity of Variance (p = 0.050), but the difference between
the two levels of the Group variable was not statistically significant, Welch’s F(1, 577.373) = 0.070,
p = 0.791. Eventually, a one-way Welch ANOVA was carried out for the Posture variable, to investigate
whether standing or sitting could affect people’s mean duration of stay. Homogeneity of variances was
violated, as assessed by Levene’s Test of Homogeneity of Variance (p = 0.004). The difference between
the two levels of the Posture variable was statistically significant, Welch’s F(1, 469.457) = 136.946,
p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.183.
Thus, the Activity and Group variables were excluded from further analysis, as their influence
on the duration of stay values was not significant. Only the effects of Posture and Stimulus on the
Duration of stay variable will be explored in the following section.
3.2.2. Combined Effect of Posture and Music on Duration of Stay
A two-way ANOVA was conducted to examine the effects of Posture and Stimulus on Duration of
stay. Homogeneity of variances was assessed by Levene’s test, and it was violated (p < 0.001); however,
there is an overall consensus in the literature to carry on regardless when the ratio of the largest to
the smallest group variance is less than three (a condition that is met in this study), since the test is
reasonably robust to heterogeneity of variance in these cases [33].
The interaction effect between Posture and Stimulus was not statistically significant for Duration
of stay scores, F(3, 574) = 1.197, p = 0.310, partial η2 = 0.006. Therefore, an analysis of the main
effect for Stimulus was performed, which indicated that the main effect was statistically significant,
F(3, 574) = 3.781, p = 0.010, partial η2 = 0.019. All pairwise comparisons were run, where reported
95% confidence intervals and p-values were Bonferroni-adjusted. The unweighted marginal means
of Duration of stay scores for Classical, Ambient, Jazz, and Control (No music) were 5.29 ± 0.072,
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5.25 ± 0.079, 5.17 ± 0.087, and 4.83 ± 0.120, respectively. These point scores of the log-transformed
duration variable correspond to mean Duration of Stay of 198 seconds (Classical), 190 s (Ambient),
176 s (Jazz), and 125 s (Control). Figure 5 shows the estimated marginal means of the ANOVA model
for the log-transformed version of Duration of stay. The Control condition was associated with a mean
Duration of stay score 0.45 points lower than Classical (p = 0.007), 0.42 points lower than Ambient
(p = 0.021), and 0.34 points lower than Jazz, but the latter difference was not statistically significant
Appl. Sci. 2016, 6, 276
10 of 13
(p = 0.124). For the sake of clarity, Figure 6 reports the mean Duration of stay scores (as observed
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during the on-site campaign).
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Thus, for the investigated case, the above findings seem to suggest that music—without any kind
of interaction with other additional qualitative variables—had the capacity to positively affect people’s
duration of stay in the observation area.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
An experiment based on covert behavioural observations was performed in a typical open public
space in Sheffield, mainly used as a connection between different University buildings. Three musical
excerpts (and a control condition with no music) were reproduced cyclically to test whether there is an
effect of background music on the number of persons stopping in the urban space and if added sounds
could affect people’s duration of stay in the investigated area. Overall, the experiment reported in this
paper led to two main conclusions:

•

•

the presence of music did not affect the number of subjects stopping by the observed area; thus,
the manipulation of the sound environment had no power to influence people’s choice about
stopping or not in the space;
the presence of background music influenced people’s mean duration of stay in the public space,
with added sound (Classical and Ambient music in the investigated case) implying a longer
duration of stay than the one recorded in the control (no music) condition.

The observation site considered in this research is a space with apparently no specific function
other than transit; i.e., people do not “go there” as a destination. It can be considered as a place where
people “stop for a moment” on their route from one point to another, which would justify the lack of
an overall effect of music on people’s decision to stop or go. Within the framework of this study, it was
assumed that the Duration of stay variable could be used as a proxy for a measure of perceived safety
and relaxation. That is, if people decide to stay longer in an apparently unattractive place, to some
extent, it can be implied that they feel safe and relaxed there [6]. This is connected to the ongoing
debate about outcomes and preference in soundscape studies. Brown et al. [12] suggested that people’s
preferred outcome with respect to the acoustic environment is context-dependent. They reported
a broad spectrum of soundscape outcomes, which are likely to be related to different soundscape
appreciation and preference in different contexts. For example, the desired soundscape of urban
parks might be assessed against calmness or restorativeness criteria (e.g., [34]), while for downtown or
commercial environments, liveliness and excitement dimensions might provide more useful insights
into the soundscape assessment of such places [16]. Thus, it was considered that perceptual dimensions
related to safety, sense of control, or relaxation might be more relevant for the investigated context.
The outcomes of this research could be a potential complement to the existing Masterplan proposal
based on traditional urban renewal practices [15]; sound as well as light or green features should be an
actual tool within the broader framework of urban planning and design policies.
There are of course some limitations, which could not be controlled for. For instance, during
the experimental sessions, it was not possible to precisely monitor the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in
the observation area. Thus, in spite of the efforts to achieve a homogenous sound field during the
reproduction of the stimuli, it is likely that people were exposed to slightly different sound levels,
depending on where they were stopping. However, strictly controlled SNR conditions might only be
achieved in laboratory experiments, the ecological validity of which has been a topic long debated in
soundscape research with no clear consensus so far (e.g., [35]). Furthermore, there might have been
other confounding factors affecting the duration of stay in the observation area (e.g., personal attitudes,
music preference, etc.). However, given the nature of this study (i.e., covert observational research),
such information was not to be sought from observed participants (e.g., through questionnaires) in
order to not bias the main investigated variable.
Overall, these limitations are the price this study pays when trying to overcome a significant
methodological issue for soundscape assessment in public outdoor contexts that Brown et al. [12] for
soundscape research defined as the “experimenter effect” where “ . . . measurement of people’s preference
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in these situations using questionnaire methods requires first drawing their attention to something upon which
they may never have consciously reflected.”
Taken together, the results of this study suggest that added music in public spaces might have the
capability to increase the liveability and the pleasantness of places that only have practical functions
(e.g., transit, waiting). Soundscape development and design can promote the attractiveness of a public
space through its ability to increase the perceived quality and positively impact the psychological and
physiological wellbeing of citizens, and it can help to build social cohesion amongst users and define
the social use values of city spaces.
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